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Micro-RTI Capture (aka Monkey Brain)  

Software User Guide 

Installation 

1. Make sure the Monkey Brain light array and the Lumenera camera are not connected to the 

computer. 

2. The installation files are specific for “Windows” or “Windows 8.1.” Double click the setup file in 

the “Windows” directory for installations on computers running XP, Vista, 7 and 8. If running 

Windows 8.1, use the setup file in the “Windows 8.1” directory.  

a. Depending on your OS and settings, you may need to run the setup program as an 

Administrator. Right click on the icon and select "Run as Administrator." 

b. Follow the prompts on the installation program, specifying installation directory, 

creating a desktop icon, etc. 

c. As a final step, the program will ask if you would like to install the USB drivers for the 

Monkey Brain Light array and the Lumenera Camera Software. Both are required though 

may be pre-existing on your machine. In particular, the installation of the USB drivers 

seems to require Administrator privileges (see 2a above). 

3. The default output directory referenced by the Monkey Brain software is c:\ptm-captures. This 

directory will be automatically created the first time you start a capture or load\save a settings 

file.  

a. Changing the default directory requires an edit to the config.xml file at …\Program Files 

(x86)\Monkey Brain\config.xml. Open this file in a text editor and enter the name of 

your custom working directory. Remember: The current version of the RTI_Builder will 

fail if the path to the image has spaces or other “illegal” characters. If this entry is blank 

the program will use c:\ptm-captures. 

b. Depending on the configuration of your machine, editing the config file may require 

administrator privileges. An easy work around would be to copy the config file onto the 

desktop, make the edits (use a plain text editor such as Notepad), save the changes and 

then “move \ replace” the changed file into the working directory (by default 

C:\Program Files (x86)\Monkey Brain). The OS will ask you for administration privileges 

and, when prompted, click “Continue.” 

4. The setup program includes a default light profile file (LP) for the Monkey Brain entitled 56.lp. 

This LP is loaded into the installation directory (typically C:\Program Files (x86)\Monkey Brain\.  

The LP file can be copied and pasted into a new directory based on your preference.  This file (or 

any custom LP file you might create) is required for the RTI Builder software for “Dome LP File 

(PTM Fitter)” assembly sequences.  

5. When the …\ptm-captures directory is created by the program there are two additional 

subdirectories that are also created: …\settings and …\light_positions: 

a. …\settings is used for saved exposure settings. You can create and save multiple 

combinations helping with create a repeatable workflow.  

b. …\light_positions contains the default 56.lp file, and any other custom LP files you might 

create. 

6. The Monkey Brain Light array and Lumenera Camera can be connected to the computer once 

the installation has completed.  
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Making image captures 

1. The software starts in “Lamp Mode” with all of the specular light positions illuminated. 

Depending on your subject and intent, “Lamp Mode” might be useful for focusing. This mode 

can be invoked manually under “Tools.” 

a. The Tools menu is also useful for making snapshots (either jpegs or tiffs).   

b. In many cases, checking “Auto White Balance” under Tools >> Advanced Video Settings 

is useful for more consistent color renderings across an image set. The other settings in 

this section are specific to the camera manufacturer and some will be “grayed out” and 

thus inaccessible.  

2. Lamp mode is turned off by selecting any of the 56 light positions in the depicted “dome” and 

clicking once. Passing the mouse over and across the grayed out LEDs enables “Browse Mode” 

where any of the LEDs can be quickly illuminated. Clicking once on the LEDs enlarges the yellow 

dot and “fixes” the illumination in place. A single click on a grayed out LED will return to “Browse 

mode.”  

3. Intensity, Exposure Time and Gain are adjusted for each row of LEDs. For each row, camera 

exposure time is adjusted by double clicking a depicted LED. The settings for that row will turn 

yellow and can be adjusted changed using the video preview as a guide.  Once set, a good idea is 

to quickly browse across the other LEDs in the row to insure the selected exposure settings 

seem reasonably good for other LED positions in the row.  

4. The dropdown under “Video Preview Display” adjusts the size of the preview window. Typically 

the best setting is to enlarge the preview window using the highest possible resolution that still 

allows access to the software controls without distortion to the previewed image. For systems 

with multiple monitors, the preview window and the controls can be dragged onto separate 

monitors.  

5. “Project Name” is a required field. This field will not allow spaces and some special characters in 

the name as these cause problems with the RTI Builder software.  

6. “Capture interval” is the number of seconds between exposures.  A failsafe setting tends to be 

“3” though “1” is often quite successful depending on the speed of your system and the length 

of exposure time. If you notice that fewer than 56 images are captured, increasing the Capture 

Interval is the first step in troubleshooting.  

7. You can specify whether to capture either TIFs or JPGs.  TIFs go into the …\original-captures 

directory, JPGs go directly into …\jpeg-exports. 

8. The above settings (points 3 through 7) can be saved and reused under File >> Save Setup and 

File >> Load Setup (as mentioned on pg.1, 5a). 

9. Pressing the “Start capture” button begins the image capture process. When you start a capture 

the standard four sub-directories referenced by the RTI Builder software are created: 

 …\assembly-files 

 …\finished-files 

 …\jpeg-exports 

 …\original-captures 

a. As indicated above, JPGs go directly into the ...\jpeg-export directory, leaving empty the 

...\original-captures directory. Check instructions under Installation pg. 1, 3a and 3b for 

help customizing the locations of these directories.  
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b. During capture, the process can be stopped using the same button used to start the 

capture. 

c. A counter shows progress. Using Windows to preview the directory receiving images 

and clicking “Large” or “Medium Icons” is another good way to track progress. 

d. At times, the video can flash odd colors between exposures. These and other apparent 

image defects shown in the video preview are not being recorded.  

 

Making custom LP files 

A “Light Profile File” or LP describes the X, Y, Z position of lights in an RTI light array relative to the 

subject. For the Monkey Brain, there are 56 LEDs, and the provided LP “56.lp” should work pretty well in 

cases where the Monkey Brain is positioned close to or on the surface being imaged AND the back of the 

Monkey Brain (with the power and USB cables) is 

oriented at “12 O’clock” relative to your sample.  

In some cases, the geometry described above 

isn’t possible and/or a greater mathematical 

precision is needed. In such cases, a new LP 

should be created. Doing so requires the Monkey 

Brain to be placed into the “custom” position.  

Two small spheres should be placed in the field 

of view as close to the position of your sample as 

possible. The spheres should be imaged using the 

normal capture process described above. The 

image set will look something like the illustration 

on the right. 
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This image set is then processed using the RTI Builder software using the “highlight based \ ball 

detection” method.  

As always, the path to the image set and to the PTMFitter.exe file cannot have “illegal” characters such 

as spaces.  

Once the image set is processed, the new LP file can be found in the project’s ...\assembly-files folder. 

Before use, it makes sense to open the LP in a text editor (like NotePad) to confirm there are, in fact, 56 

light positions.  

Known issue: Occasionally, the RTI builder software will produce a LP with twice as many light positions 

(112).  In this instance, the easiest remedy is to delete light positions 57-112 in the LP file. This is a 

somewhat troubling workaround however since, at least in theory, a LP made from the two spheres 

should be a.) possible and b.) would be more accurate based on a twice as much information regarding 

the spatial orientation of the LEDs. A first recommendation, therefore, is to delete all results and start 

over after closing and re-opening the RTI Builder.  NB: This could be a user-specific issue (in other words, 

maybe I am doing something wrong and/or it’s a bug specific to my installation of RTI Builder).  


